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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saccharomyces_Cerevisiae
Saccharomyces Cerevisiae

Ex1-Question1
-use since ancient times in baking and brewing.
-most intensively studied eukaryotic model organisms in molecular and cell biology,
-It is the microorganism behind the most common type of fermentation.
-shares the complex internal cell structure of plants and animals.
-first eukaryotic genome that was completely sequenced
-The genome is composed of about 13,000,000 base pairs and 6,275 genes, although only about 5,800 of these are believed to be true functional genes. It is estimated that yeast shares about 23% of its genome with that of humans.
-

industry:
S. cerevisiae has obtained this important position because of its established use in industry (e.g. beer, bread and wine fermentation, ethanol production).

science (biological research):
yeasts are comparatively similar in structure to human cells, both being eukaryotic, in contrast to the prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea). Many proteins important in human biology were first discovered by studying their homologs in yeast; these proteins include cell cycle proteins, signaling proteins, and protein-processing enzymes. 

Ex1-Question2
  Query "[swiss_prot-Organism: Saccharomyces Cerevisiae*] " found 5338 entries
  Query "[trembl-AllText: Saccharomyces Cerevisiae*] " found 6518 entries
Swiss-Prot is recognized as the gold standard of protein annotation, with extensive cross-references, literature citations, and computational analyses provided by expert curators.
TrEMBL (Translated EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library) was created to provide automated annotations for those proteins not in Swiss-Prot. Computer translation is not entirely perfect, so proteins predicted by the TrEMBL database can be hypothetical, and many TrEMBL entries are poorly annotated.
e.g.:
Entry name  	ACEB_YEAST
Primary accession number 	Q12031
Mitochondrial 2-methylisocitrate lyase

  Query "[trembl-Organism: Saccharomyces Cerevisiae*] & [trembl-AllText: mitochondrial*] " found 29 entries
->there is almost just sequence information

Ex1-Question3
Molecular Weight:	58400 Da
Isoelectric point:	5.9

Our estimation:
->quite difficult to estimate (no linear scale, zone of interest is not centered in the gel-picture nor zoomed)
Molecular Weight-range:	+/- 2000 Da (= +/- 3.4%)
Isoelectric point-range:	+/- 0.05

realiste in SwissProt:
pI = 5.9
Mw = 58400
delta-pI = 0.10
delta-Mw = 2044 (3.5 %)
OS or OC = SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
KW keyword = ALL
-->10 results

pessimiste in SwissProt:
pI = 5.9
Mw = 58400
delta-pI = 0.10
delta-Mw = 5840 (10%)
OS or OC = SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
KW keyword = ALL
-->25 results

optimiste in SwissProt:
pI = 5.9
Mw = 58400
delta-pI = 0.10
delta-Mw = 584 (1%)
OS or OC = SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
-->6 results:
ADY4_YEAST (Q05955),	pI: 5.90, MW: 57833.05
ALG2_YEAST (P43636),	pI: 5.90, MW: 58047.10
ATE1_YEAST (P16639),	pI: 5.92, MW: 57930.44
TCPG_YEAST (P39077),	pI: 5.82, MW: 58814.20
YBQ6_YEAST (P38081),	pI: 6.00, MW: 57822.16
YG2M_YEAST (P53255),	pI: 5.87, MW: 58206.10

optimiste1 in TrEMBL:
pI = 5.9
Mw = 58400
delta-pI = 0.25
delta-Mw = 584 (1%)
OS or OC = SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
KW keyword = ALL
-->0 results

optimiste2 in TrEMBL:
pI = 5.9
Mw = 58400
delta-pI = 0.25
delta-Mw = 5840 (10%)
OS or OC = SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
KW keyword = ALL
-->19 results

Measurment uncertainities have to be minimized of course.
Unfortunately the TagIdent-Query software minimal isoelectric-point range has been fixed to 0.1 which is too big in our case. 
The gel seems to provide better accuracy than 0.1.
It seems to us that the value of 58400 Da doesn't correspond to the gel - in fact we would say the protein is situated around 60 kDa.


Ex1-Question4
1) Zoom-gel in the range from ph 5.5 to 6.
2) ????????????
3) ????????????

Ex1-Question5
With the suggested parameters we get the following result:

1)   P06169   PDC1_YEAST (C_1)    Up
Pyruvate decarboxylase isozyme 1.
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot : Saccharomyces cerevisiae : 4932
pValue 	Z-score 	Score 	Mw 	pI 	Hits 	Coverage 	Shift (Da)	Slope (ppm)
2e-18	6.14	8.42	61363	5.80	23	51%	-0.002116	23

pValue:
Probability to find the same score in a random database.
Z-score:
Number of standard deviation for a given score from the mean score.
Score:
Aldente internal score.
Mw:
Protein mass.
pI:
Protein isoelectric point.
Hits:
Number of hits realigned and used in the score.
Coverage:
Number of amino acids present in at least one peptide ratio the number of amino acids of the protein.
Shift (Da):
Shift of the line used to recalibrate the spectrum (Dalton).
Slope (ppm):
Slope of the line used to recalibrate the spectrum (ppm).
----------
Making the range of mass and isoelectric point smaller results in fewer probable proteins that are checked as can be seen in the output statistics of Aldente (this example was made with masses from 48000 to 68000 and pI from 4.9 and 6.9):
Proteins 	- Sequences 5369 / In range 511 / After digestion 3
- First Analysis on 3 sequences : After Alignment 2 / After pValue threshold 1
- Second Analysis on best 1 of first analysis : After Alignment 1 / After pValue threshold 1 / Displayed 1
----------
Slope max	50 (ppm)

Ex1-Question6
Why the same protein is identified from three different spots?
?????????
post transformational changes?

Ex2-Question1
cv

Ex2-Question2
sf

Ex2-Question3
fg

Ex2-Question4
LDEVKEQVAEVR
A	Ala
D	Asp
E	Glu
K	Lys
L	Leu
Q	GIN
R	Arg
V	Val


Ex2-Question5
asdf

Ex2-Question6
sad

Ex2-Question7
dfdf
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